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Abstract
The bicuspid aortic valve (BAV) is a major congenital valvular abnormality and is associated with
a high prevalence of aortic dilation, whose expression depends on the type of leaflet fusion. Although BAV hemodynamics is considered a potential pathogenic contributor, the impact of BAV
fusion on ascending aorta (AA) wall shear stress (WSS) remains largely unknown. A fluid-structure interaction approach was implemented to predict the hemodynamics and WSS characteristics
in realistic AA models subjected to the flow of a normal tricuspid aortic valve (TAV) and three BAV
morphotypes (left-right coronary cusp fusion (LR), right-non coronary cusp fusion (RN) and nonleft coronary cusp fusion (NL)). TAV flow conditions subjected the proximal and middle AA to a
streamlined flow typical of flows in bends, while BAV flow conditions generated increased flow
helicity. The LR-BAV orifice jet generated flow abnormalities primarily in the proximal AA, which
were marked by a uniform WSS overload along the wall circumference and contrasted WSS directionalities on the wall convexity and concavity. Flow abnormalities generated by the RN-BAV and
NL-BAV inlet flow conditions were more diffuse and consisted of WSS overloads in the convexity of
the proximal and middle AA and contrasted WSS directionalities in the anterior and posterior wall
regions. This study demonstrates the impact of the BAV morphotype on AA hemodynamics and
provides quantitative evidence for the existence of WSS abnormalities in aortic wall regions prone
to dilation.
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1. Introduction

The congenital bicuspid aortic valve (BAV) is a valvular defect present in 1% - 2% of the general population [1].
While the BAV is characterized by the presence of two leaflets, it covers different morphologic phenotypes [2].
The most prevalent type-I morphology features two cusps of unequal size (resulting from the fusion of two of
the three leaflets) and a fibrous raphe at the location of congenital fusion. While 71% of type-I BAVs result
from the fusion between the left- and right-coronary leaflets (LR subtype), 15% feature right- and non-coronary
cusp fusion (RN subtype) and 3% present with non- and left-coronary cusp fusion (NL subtype) [3]. As compared with tricuspid aortic valve (TAV) patients, BAV patients have a much higher risk of developing secondary
aortopathies such as aortic dilation [4].
While BAV aortopathy has been historically linked to a genetic predisposition, the abnormal BAV hemodynamics has emerged as a potential coincident etiology [5] [6]. Phase-contrast magnetic resonance imaging (PC
MRI) and echocardiographic measurements in BAV patients [7]-[10], as well as in vitro particle-image velocimetry measurements [11]-[13] and in silico simulations in idealized ascending aorta (AA) geometries [14]-[17]
have revealed the existence of abnormal helical flow patterns and fluid wall shear stress (WSS) overloads in AA
regions vulnerable to aortic medial degeneration. In addition, the particular leaflet fusion type affects the expression of dilation and thinning of the AA downstream of a BAV. While the LR subtype is primarily associated
with dilation of the aortic root and the AA convexity, dilation patterns downstream of RN-BAVs localize to the
tubular AA and sometimes extend to the transverse aortic arch [18] [19].
Collectively, those results provide compelling evidence for a possible role of hemodynamics in the pathogenesis of BAV aortopathy. However, the validation of this hemodynamic pathway requires the characterization of
the flow patterns generated by each BAV subtype and their impacts on AA wall biology. A first attempt at establishing this causality was successfully made in our laboratory through the implementation of a combined
computational and ex vivo approach, which demonstrated the susceptibility of LR-BAV hemodynamic stresses
to focally mediate aortic medial degeneration [17]. To complement this initial effort, this study aims at providing a preliminary quantitative assessment of the impact of different type-I BAV cusp fusions (i.e., LR, RN and
NL) on AA hemodynamics and WSS using three-dimensional (3D) fluid-structure interaction (FSI) modeling.

2. Methods
2.1. Aorta Geometry and Constitutive Models
The 3D aorta geometry was based on a human anatomy reconstructed from a series of histological computed
tomography images, as previously described [17]. The final geometry included the AA, the transverse aortic
arch (along with the proximal segments of the brachiocephalic (BCA), left common carotid (LCCA) and left
subclavian (LSCA) arteries), and the thoracic descending aorta (Figure 1). The aortic wall was approximated as
a linear, elastic and isotropic material (elastic modulus: 2 MPa; Poisson’s ratio: 0.45) and blood was modeled as
an incompressible, homogeneous and Newtonian fluid (density: 1050 kg/m3; dynamic viscosity: 0.0035 Pa.s).

2.2. Boundary Conditions
Four simulations were performed by imposing four different 3D pulsatile and spatially dependent flow velocity
profiles (i.e., TAV, LR-BAV, RN-BAV and NL-BAV) at the inlet section of the AA. The TAV and LR-BAV
velocity profiles were generated by extrapolating the pulsatile velocity profiles predicted at the sinotubular junction by our previous 2D TAV and BAV FSI models [14]. Specifically, based on the near angular and near planar
symmetry of the TAV and BAV anatomy, respectively, the 3D TAV velocity profile was created by revolving
the 2D TAV velocity profile about the inlet axis, while the 3D LR-BAV velocity profile was obtained by extrapolating the 2D BAV velocity profile in the transverse direction as a parabolic profile satisfying the no-slip condition at the wall. The resulting velocity profiles were then scaled to match physiologic TAV and BAV mean
flow rates of 4.3 and 3.5 L/min, respectively [8]. The specifics of this extrapolation method have been previously published and validated [17] and the resulting 3D velocity profiles have been shown to generate similar aortic
flow patterns as those observed using PCMRI downstream of TAVs and LR-BAVs [8] [20]. The RN-BAV and
NL-BAV velocity profiles were obtained by rotating the LR-BAV velocity profile by 120˚ and 240˚, respectively, in order to reflect the different cusp fusion patterns (Figure 2). The boundary conditions at the four outlets of
the aorta model (BCA, LCCA, LSCA and descending aorta) consisted of physiologic pressure waveforms
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Figure 1. Aorta geometry (A-A: proximal section, B-B: middle section, C-C:
distal section, insets: longitudinal WSS characterization points along the wall
circumference in the proximal and middle sections).

Figure 2. Aorta inlet flow conditions: peak-systolic 3D inlet velocity profiles
(top: velocity vector field; bottom: transverse view of the velocity contour
field and sinus wall outline; L: left-coronary sinus; R: right-coronary sinus;
N: non-coronary sinus).

obtained from the literature [21]. All waveforms reflected a cardiac period of 0.86 s (i.e., heart rate of 70 beats
per minute). The aortic wall was constrained in the axial direction at the inlet and outlet sections but was allowed to move in the radial and circumferential directions at all locations. A linear elastic support condition with
a foundation stiffness of 75 mmHg/mm [22] was prescribed on the outer aortic wall to account for the damping
effect generated by the surrounding tissues on the aorta.

2.3. Computational Approach
The system coupling module of the commercial software ANSYS (ANSYS Inc.) was used to model the interactions between the aortic wall and blood flow. The governing equations consisted of the momentum and continuity equations in their arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) forms for the fluid domain (i.e., blood) and the momentum equation for the structure (i.e., aortic wall), as previously described [23]. Those equations were solved
along with three coupling conditions enforcing continuity of displacements, continuity of velocities (no-slip) and
compatibility of traction at the fluid-structure interface. The Navier-Stokes and continuity equations were solved
using a finite volume method in ANSYS Fluent. The implicit flow solver used a second-order upwind spatial
discretization scheme and a second-order temporal discretization scheme. The convergence criterion for the continuity and momentum equations was set at 10−6. The structural solver employed an implicit direct displacement-based finite element method in ANSYS Mechanical. The system of equations was solved using the sparse
direct solver and the equilibrium equations were solved by the Newton-Raphson method. The convergence criterion was determined by multiplying the reference value determined by ANSYS based on external forces by a
tolerance of 0.5%. All simulations were carried out over three cardiac cycles to achieve temporal convergence
and all results were extracted from the last cycle. The aortic wall and lumen were meshed with quad/tri elements.
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A mesh sensitivity analysis was performed to determine an appropriate mesh density for the fluid domain. This
analysis was conducted on the TAV AA geometry and consisted of quantifying the convergence of the timeaveraged WSS predicted over the entire aortic wall under increasing mesh density. The initial coarse mesh was
based on a maximum element size of 1.3 mm and consisted of 194,821 elements. The progressive decrease of
the maximum element size by 8%, 23%, 38% and 54% produced a 12%, 20%, 22% and 22% increase, respectively, in the time-averaged WSS predicted over the entire aortic wall relative to the value obtained with the initial mesh. The second mesh refinement, which generated less than 2% change in time-averaged WSS relative to
the finest grid tested, was considered sufficiently resolved to capture the flow in all AA models. The final computational grid consisted of 98,625 elements in the structural domain and 368,149 in the fluid domain, which
permitted to achieve a spatial resolution of 100 μm in the fluid domain near the aortic wall. Each simulation required 30 hours of computing time on a Dell Precision T7500 workstation (dual quad-core 3.20 GHz Intel Xeon
processors, 48 GB DDR3 SDRAM).

2.4. Flow and WSS Characterization
Aorta hemodynamics was assessed in terms of streamline, velocity and WSS fields captured during the acceleration phase (t = 180 ms), at peak systole (t = 220 ms) and during the deceleration phase (t = 340 ms). The spatial
variations of the velocity profile along the streamwise direction were investigated by characterizing the local
velocity contour field over three cross-sections located 10 mm (proximal section), 35 mm (middle section) and 55
mm (distal section) downstream of the AA inlet (see Figure 1). In addition, the angular distribution of the longitudinal WSS component τrz (i.e., component acting in the direction of the main flow) was investigated in the
proximal and middle AA sections at 18 equi-angularly spaced points (20˚ increment) along the wall circumference (see insets in Figure 1). At each point, the longitudinal WSS was characterized in terms of its peak-systolic
value τrz SYS(θ) as well as its temporal characteristics quantified in terms of temporal shear magnitude (TSM),
1 T
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respectively, where τrz(θ, t) represents the local longitudinal WSS on the wall circumference at time t and T is
the cardiac period. Those WSS characteristics were also investigated in the posterior convexity, posterior concavity, anterior convexity and anterior concavity of the wall by calculating the average peak-systolic WSS, TSM
and OSI over each quadrant.

3. Results
3.1. General Flow Characteristics
During the acceleration phase (Figure 3(a)), the streamlines remain essentially parallel to the aortic wall in all
AA models. The velocity profile predicted in the proximal section of the TAV, RN-BAV and NL-BAV AAs
strongly reflects the characteristics of the flow prescribed at the AA inlet. In that region, the TAV AA velocity
remains axisymmetric, while the RN-BAV and NL-BAV AA velocities exhibit the same skewness as that imposed at the AA inlet. In contrast, the initial skewness imposed at the LR-BAV AA inlet is less marked in the
proximal section. In all models, the flow development from the proximal to the middle AA section exhibits the
typical skewness of flows in the entrance region of curved pipes, marked by increased inertia near the wall concavity and low inertia near the convexity. Between the middle and distal sections, the velocity distribution becomes essentially axisymmetric and is less dependent on the valve anatomy. At peak systole (Figure 3(b)), the
increase in flow momentum generates significant flow disturbances. In the TAV AA, the streamlines remain essentially parallel to the aortic wall but a few peripheral streamlines wrap around the main flow in the counterclockwise direction. The increase in flow momentum generates more disturbance in the BAV AAs, as suggested
by the extensive wrapping of the low-velocity peripheral streamlines around the main flow and their backward
deflection toward the valve. The combined effects of the wall curvature and increased flow helicity generate
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Figure 3. Velocity and streamline fields: (a) Acceleration phase, (b) Peak systole, and (c) Deceleration phase (A-A: proximal section, B-B: middle section, C-C: distal section, post: posterior, ante: anterior, conv: convexity, conc: concavity).

complex alterations of the jet skewness as the flow develops along the streamwise direction. In the LR-BAV AA,
the high velocity region migrates from the posterior convexity quadrant in the proximal section toward the posterior concavity quadrant in the middle and distal sections. In contrast, the initial skewness of the flow toward the
posterior concavity and the anterior region of the proximal RN-BAV AA and NL-BAV AA, respectively, relocates to the posterior convexity in the middle section and to the posterior concavity in the distal section. During
the deceleration phase (Figure 3(c)), the decrease in flow momentum is accompanied by an overall increase in
flow helicity in all AA models, as suggested by the recruitment of additional streamlines in counterclockwise
swirling motion and their penetration into the core of the flow. While this phenomenon remains moderate and
localized between the proximal and middle sections of the TAV AA, it is more pronounced and extends to the
distal section in all BAV AAs. As a result, while the valve anatomy strongly affects the degree of flow asymmetry in the proximal AA, it has little effect on the flow in the distal AA.

3.2. Global WSS Characteristics
During the acceleration phase (Figure 4(a)), the WSS is low and relatively uniform in the proximal and middle
segments of the TAV and LR-BAV AAs and increases progressively downstream to attain its maximum in the
transverse aortic arch. While the WSS levels predicted in the proximal RN-BAV and NL-BAV AAs are also
moderate, those morphotypes generate large spatial velocity gradients in the middle AA subjecting the wall
concavity to WSS overload. The WSS remains high in the distal segment of the RN-BAV and NL-BAV AAs.
At peak systole (Figure 4(b)), the TAV and LR-BAV subject the proximal AA to essentially similar WSS distributions with high magnitude on the wall convexity and concavity. In contrast, the RN-BAV imposes WSS
overloads on the anterior convexity and posterior concavity regions of the proximal AA, while the NL-BAV
generates WSS overloads on the anterior concavity and posterior convexity regions. In the middle and distal AA
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Figure 4. Total WSS fields: (a) Acceleration phase, (b) Peak systole, and (c) Deceleration phase.

segments, the wall regions experiencing high WSS magnitudes localize to the concavity, regardless of the valve
anatomy. During the deceleration phase (Figure 4(c)), the decrease in flow momentum results in a net reduction
in WSS in the proximal TAV AA, while the increased flow helicity detected in the middle and distal TAV AA
generates a WSS overload in those regions. The intense flow helicity predicted in all three BAV AAs results in a
marked increase in WSS. While those high WSS levels remain localized to the distal segment of the LR-BAV
AA, they diffuse over the entire wall of the RN-BAV and NL-BAV AAs.

3.3. Peak-Systolic Longitudinal WSS Distribution
In all models, the peak-systolic longitudinal WSS captured in the proximal AA (Figure 5(a)) reflects the characteristics of the inlet velocity profile. τrz SYS is essentially uniform over the entire circumference of the TAV
AA and more asymmetric in all BAV AAs. This asymmetry subjects the BAV AAs to a positive stress overload
in the region impinged by the valvular jet and a negative stress in the diametrically opposite region. Those characteristics are particularly evident in the LR-BAV AA (mean convexity τrz SYS: +13 dyn/cm2; mean concavity
τrz SYS: −9.2 dyn/cm2). The backward deflection of the low-velocity peripheral streamlines observed in the proximal RN-BAV and NL-BAV AAs results in a negative peak-systolic longitudinal WSS in the anterior convexity
of the RN-BAV AA (τrz SYS = −32.5 dyn/cm2) and in the posterior convexity of the NL-BAV AA (τrz SYS = −29.5
dyn/cm2). The flow development from the proximal to the middle AA section is accompanied by an overall increase in longitudinal WSS magnitude (Figure 5(b)). At the same time, the curvature of the aortic wall tends to
eliminate the effects of the initial discrepancies in jet skewness imposed at the AA inlet and to normalize the
longitudinal WSS distributions among all models. As a result, the longitudinal WSS distributions in the TAV,
LR-BAV and RN-BAV AAs exhibit similar patterns with a stress overload in the posterior concavity quadrant
of the wall (τrz SYS > 44.6 dyn/cm2) and moderate stress levels in the other quadrants (τrz SYS < 36.2 dyn/cm2). The
NL-BAV AA exhibits more contrasted peak-systolic WSS distributions in the posterior and anterior regions of
the wall (mean τrz SYS: 43.3 and 19.7 dyn/cm2, respectively).
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Figure 5. Local and quadrant-averaged longitudinal WSS distributions at peak systole in (a)
the proximal section, and (b) the middle section of each model (post: posterior, ante: anterior,
conv: convexity, conc: concavity).

3.4. TSM Distribution
In the proximal AA (Figure 6(a)), the TAV generates a relatively uniform TSM distribution along the wall circumference. The wall concavity and convexity are exposed to mild WSS levels (mean TSM: 5.3 and 7.0
dyn/cm2, respectively). The BAV AAs exhibit a higher degree of TSM variability along the wall circumference
and the extrema locations depend on the particular BAV fusion type. In addition, all BAVs subject the proximal
AA to a stress overload relative to the TAV. While this overload affects the entire LR-BAV AA wall (38% and
22% TSM increase in the convexity and concavity, respectively, vs. TAV AA), it localizes only to the anterior
convexity of the RN-BAV AA (191% TSM increase vs. TAV AA) and to the posterior convexity of the NLBAV AA (117% TSM increase vs. TAV AA). In the middle AA section (Figure 6(b)), the flow development
occurring along the wall curvature increases the overall TSM levels in all models (58%, 30%, 27% and 26% increase vs. proximal section in TAV-AA, LR-BAV AA, RN-BAV AA and NL-BAV AA, respectively). The wall
curvature effect tends to eliminate the TSM discrepancies observed in the proximal TAV and LR-BAV AAs by
making the distributions more equally asymmetric (high TSM in the posterior region, low TSM in the anterior
region). Similarly, the RN-BAV and NL-BAV generate essentially similar and asymmetric TSM distributions in
the middle AA section (high TSM in the convexity region, low TSM in the concavity region).

3.5. OSI Distribution
In the proximal AA section (Figure 7(a)), the TAV generates a bidirectional longitudinal WSS (OSI > 0.30),
which becomes nearly purely oscillatory in the posterior wall region (OSI > 0.43). The OSI distributions predicted in all BAV AAs consistently exhibit two peaks, whose locations depend on the BAV morphotype. In the
LR-BAV AA, the longitudinal WSS is unidirectional (OSI < 0.05) on the wall convexity (i.e., region impinged
by the valve jet) and more bidirectional (OSI > 0.21) on the concavity. The RN-BAV subjects the four quadrants
of the proximal AA wall to lesser OSI variations (0.16 < OSI < 0.23). Lastly, the NL-BAV generates a contrasted WSS environment characterized by unidirectionality (OSI < 0.09) in the posterior convexity and anterior
concavity and moderate bidirectionality (0.18 < OSI < 0.25) in the posterior concavity and anterior convexity of
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Figure 6. Local and quadrant-averaged TSM distributions in (a) the proximal section, and (b) the
middle section of each model (post: posterior, ante: anterior, conv: convexity, conc: concavity).

Figure 7. Local and quadrant-averaged OSI distributions in (a) the proximal section, and (b) the
middle section of each model (post: posterior, ante: anterior, conv: convexity, conc: concavity).
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the aortic wall. In the middle AA section (Figure 7(b)), the circumferential OSI distributions exhibit less variability than in the proximal section. While the OSI variations between the four quadrants of the TAV AA remain
qualitatively similar to those in the proximal section, they indicate greater unidirectionality (mean OSI: 0.11 in
middle section vs. 0.38 in proximal section). In the LR-BAV AA, the bidirectionality of the flow observed in the
concavity of the proximal aortic wall is maintained in the middle section, suggesting the weak effect of the wall
curvature on WSS directionality in this model. The middle section of the RN-BAV AA experiences an overall
decrease in WSS oscillation (mean OSI: 0.07) relative to the proximal section (mean OSI: 0.19). Lastly, the effect of the wall curvature is more apparent in the NL-BAV AA, as indicated by the migration of the unidirectional WSS from the posterior convexity and anterior concavity in the proximal section to the anterior convexity
and concavity in the middle section.

4. Discussion
4.1. BAV Morphotypes and Flow Abnormalities
The models reveal the existence of notable flow abnormalities in BAV AAs relative to a normal TAV AA. Consistent with previous reports [8] [10] [20] [24], our FSI results indicate that, regardless of its morphotype, the
BAV gives rise to a skewed helical flow in the AA, which contrasts with the smooth streamlined flow observed
downstream of the TAV. Those flow abnormalities affect the WSS environment of the AA by altering its angular distribution along the wall circumference, its local magnitude and directionality. Consistent with previous 4D
MRI measurements [8] [10], our simulations indicate that the TAV subjects the AA to a relatively uniform WSS
distribution along the circumference, while the BAV generates strongly asymmetric WSS distributions, whose
skewness depends on the type of cusp fusion and varies as the flow develops along the AA. Similarly, while all
BAVs generate regions of WSS overload in the proximal AA relative to the TAV, the type of cusp fusion
strongly affects the location of stress overload. In the middle AA, while the flow development along the curved
aortic wall tends to normalize the WSS levels in the LR-BAV AA, it amplifies flow helicity in the RN-BAV and
NL-BAV AAs, which results in sustained elevated WSS in those models. Those WSS abnormalities are exacerbated during the deceleration phase in the RN-BAV and NL-BAV AAs, as suggested by the extensive WSS
overloads imposed on the middle and distal wall segments relative to the TAV and LR-BAV AAs.

4.2. Comparison with PCMRI Measurements
The WSS levels computed by our models are systematically higher than those previously reported in vivo. In the
proximal AA, the maximum WSS predicted along the wall circumference at peak systole was 19.3 and 21.0
dyn/cm2 in the TAV AA and LR-BAV AA, respectively. Those levels are above those captured with phasecontrast cardiac magnetic resonance measurements, which reported maximum peak-systolic WSS magnitudes of
8.5 and 15.6 dyn/cm2, respectively, in similar anatomies [25]. Similarly, in the middle AA, the circumferentially
averaged WSS predicted in the TAV, LR-BAV and RN-BAV AAs at peak systole were 37.9, 34.5 and 32.5
dyn/cm2, respectively. Those levels are one order-of-magnitude larger than those reported by PCMRI in the tubular AA portion of TAV and LR-BAV patients (4 ± 1 and 8 ± 2 dyn/cm2, respectively) [26] and those reported
by 4D flow MRI in TAV, LR-BAV and RN-BAV patients (~6 dyn/cm2) [24]. The nature of those discrepancies
is two-fold. First, our FSI simulations implemented a finer spatial resolution (near-wall spatial resolution: 100
μm) than the MRI measurements (spatial resolution: 2 mm). Second, as compared to in vivo measurements conducted in dilated BAV aortas, our models were based on a normal AA geometry, which permitted to isolate effectively the impact of the valve anatomy on AA hemodynamics while discarding the effects of a pre-existing
aortopathy or the inherent variability in AA anatomy.

4.3. Implications for BAV Aortopathy
The flow predictions reported in this study support a possible role for hemodynamic stresses in the pathogenesis
of BAV aortopathy. The stress abnormalities generated by the LR-BAV were concentrated in the proximal AA
and consisted of a moderate WSS overload along the wall circumference, and the existence of a unidirectional
WSS on the wall convexity and a bidirectional WSS on the wall concavity, which contrasted with the bidirectional WSS predicted along the TAV AA circumference. Interestingly, the dilation of the thoracic AA in LRBAV patients and the associated structural wall abnormalities localize primarily to the convexity of the AA wall
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[27] [28] and affect more predominantly the aortic root (i.e., type-1 dilation phenotype) and tubular AA portion
(i.e., type-2 dilation phenotype) [19]. Collectively, those observations suggest that the unidirectional WSS environment on the convexity of the proximal LR-BAV AA could trigger a local injury response causing the progressive degradation of the aortic media. The sensitivity of the AA wall to such WSS environment and its dramatic downstream effects on extracellular matrix degeneration have been evidenced ex vivo [17], confirming the
susceptibility of this unidirectional WSS to focally mediate aortic medial degradation.
The validity of this hemodynamic etiology is also supported by our flow predictions in the NL-BAV and
RN-BAV AA models. The WSS abnormalities predicted in both models consisted of intense WSS overloads and
contrasted WSS directionalities along the wall circumference. Interestingly, those WSS abnormalities were less
local and more diffuse over the proximal and middle AA than in the LR-BAV AA, which correlates with the
predominant type-3 dilation phenotype (i.e., dilation of both the entire AA and the transverse aortic arch) typically observed in those patients [19]. While causality between those WSS patterns and the local biology of the
wall has not been established yet, the present study provides the mechanical data required for its future ex vivo
investigation using the shear stress device designed in our laboratory [29].

4.4. Limitations
The flow conditions prescribed at the inlet of the aorta model are idealized as they were generated by extrapolating velocity profiles obtained from previously published 2D FSI simulations [17]. While this approach may
seem simplistic, it captured most of the flow features observed by PCMRI in realistic patient-specific aorta anatomies [8] [20]. In this context, although caution should be taken before extrapolating the quantitative WSS data
to human aortas, the analysis described in this paper provides new important qualitative insights into the flow
and WSS differences between TAV and BAV AAs. Improved unified models integrating the 3D geometries of
the valve and the AA are currently under development in our laboratory.
In addition, while in vivo and in vitro studies have demonstrated the existence of a transitional or slightly turbulent flow in the aorta, aortic flow was modeled as laminar in this study. Although this simplification may
generate some inaccuracy at peak systole and in the early deceleration phase, it permitted to capture the
near-native hemodynamic characteristics in the ascending aorta during most of the cardiac cycle. Improved
models based on direct numerical simulations may be needed to resolve turbulence explicitly at the highest level
of fidelity. However, this approach requires a computational grid able to resolve all the scales and is therefore
not practical for FSI problems.

5. Conclusion
In this study, we quantified the flow and WSS environments in a normal, non-dilated AA subjected to the flows
of a TAV and three BAV morphotypes. The results demonstrate: 1) the existence of abnormalities in WSS magnitude, directionality and circumferential distribution on BAV AAs; and 2) the dependence of the locations of
WSS abnormalities on the type of BAV cusp fusion. This flow characterization sheds new light on the potential
role played by hemodynamic stresses in BAV disease and provides the mechanical data required for the rigorous
assessment of the hemodynamic theory of BAV aortopathy. Future implementation of those models with patient-specific anatomies and flow conditions may guide the clinical assessment of valvular function and the selection of appropriate treatment strategies.
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